
FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST RESULTS (MAY) 

292 Responses 

 222 Extremely likely to recommend 

 40 Likely to recommend  

 11 Neither Likely or Unlikely   

 2 Unlikely to recommend 

 8 Extremely Unlikely to recommend  

 9 did not rate 

 

I've been a very happy patient at the Neaman Practice since 2005. I rarely see the 

doctors but the reception staff and nurses look after my women's health 

Easy to get an appointment and the ladies at the reception are fantastic. 

Quick appointment and helpful understanding advice. 

My GP is superb. Nothing is too much trouble and he always explains anything very 

clearly and writes down any instructions. Extremely helpful. 

The doctors are very helpful and knowledgeable and the other staff are friendly and 

efficient 

I find your practice very helpful and friendly. Thank you. 

Quality of consultation 

Available appointments and accommodating staff 

Excellent care from every GP I have seen so far 

Nice doctor and nurse. Small office. 

[1/2] I find Dr extremely thorough and efficient. On the rare occasions when I have 

phoned to ask him to call me he has always done so promptly 

Easy to fix appointments when urgent and good care 

Friendly efficient 

[1/2] All the staff are so attentive and professional- ranging from the staff at the front 

desk setting the tone, through to the GPs 

Professional. Responsive 

Prompt appointment time and good advice. Shame it took 2.5 weeks to get an 

appointment. 



Friendly and efficient staff 

Dr excellent in every way! Plus charming Reception and peaceful premises. 

[1/2] Excellent doctors particularly the one my daughter saw yesterday. Really 

supportive when my daughter had difficulty explaining things 

Efficiency! 

Informative and proactive 

An efficient service and the team are very pleasant and helpful. 

Good efficient service 

Main reason for my 1 response is because GP looked at me and not computer 

screen, listened and carefully considered all my symptoms. 

Good experience with Dr and receptionists generally helpful 

Lovely reception staff and an efficient practice. 

Doctors are kindly taking time to talk to or to patiently listen to you.  Also, they would 

call you to brief you on e.g. blood test result. 

 

[1/2] Doctor  is so easy to talk to and the receptionists are so friendly. With my GP I 

feel fully included in all decisions and he takes time to explain 

Very impressed with Dr. 

[1/2] I usually find it quite difficult to get an appointment, but when I do, Dr is very 

helpful and takes the time to make me feel comfortable 

[1/2] I was given the time & day I requested for my appointment. I did not wait long 

(less than 5 minutes) to see my GP who has always been excellent 

Good environment, helpful reception staff and excellent doctor 

Fantastic helpful knowledgeable receptionists. Little change of doctors in the last 5 

years so we know most of them 

[1/2] I found the doctor to be both thoughtful and professional. She certainly made 

me feel comfortable and positive that my illness was being addressed  

Very efficient yet caring service. 

[1/2] Seems to be the only practice in London that has successfully mastered how to 

accommodate all patients with their appointment system.  



The staff are friendly and efficient, no messing about. Appointments are always 

available when needed. 

Always feel that you are being looked after- and you are. 

Good, quick service. Everyone is helpful and doctors are great 

[1/2] Assistance with my recent ecg results and quickness in obtaining an appt to c 

Dr who was also very helpful 

Quiet waiting rooms, caring doctors. 

Always good medical advice & well run at reception 

Pleasant and efficient front desk. Dr always ready to listen and you never feel 

rushed. 

Great doctor 

"[1/2] AS always top quality . 

They are all very friendly , informative , dedicated, caring and thorough . Very 

competent .  

"Very lovely friendly staff Who make you feel very comfortable." 

[1/2] The doctor was kind and attentive when listening to me about my symptoms. 

He showed empathy about my problems. He asked what symptoms bothered me the 

most 

Very helpful and professional receptionists.  Excellent doctors who all seem to keep 

to time with appointments.  Highly recommend the Neaman Practice. 

Quick response to bookings 

I wanted to register my gratitude for your efficient response 

I can always get an appointment, even in advance.  Nurses are lovely.  Receptionists 

very helpful and Dr is fab. 

Same day appointment, helpful reception staff and trustworthy doctors 

I find the staff to be helpful and courteous. The one time I had a negative experience 

in 15 years it was dealt with professionally and swiftly. 

I’ve seen so many Drs and they all are so lovely 

Efficient 

[1/2] I've seen most of the doctors there and have never felt rushed or that I was not 

listened to. It is reassuring to be registered with the practice. 



Practise was flexible and helpful. 

[1/2] Brilliant staff - but not enough of them.  Currently all Drs booked for two weeks 

and 'on the day' appointments gone by 8-45am.   

The reason I didn't rate you 1, is the difficulty of obtaining an appointment! 

Good Drs and helpful reception in trying to accommodate your medical requests 

Rang 72 times and got engaged tone, got through on 73rd attempt, so did not give 

top mark 

 [1/2] The reason for my response is that the doctors and all the staff are truly 

excellent and have looked after me and my family’s needs for 24 years  

[1/2] 1.Have to wait very long to get an appointment and one receptionist always 

sounds exasperated and annoyed 2.Feel the doctors rush through the appointment 

"[1/2] I it has become very difficult  to make bookings b/s the phone is usually  busy.  

It used to be very easy to book an appointment with a doctor but not now 

Lack of care provided. Will leave the surgery. Gender discrimination 

[2/3]  about allocating the right GPs and also tour customer service at the reception 

should be better orientated and put the patient first.  

Friendliness and competence. 

Always first class treatment from Newman practice from reception to my gp who is 

excellent  

It appears that every time I request or require something there is a problem. 

Please note this is not about the practice itself only about the Doctor.  I was made to 

feel very belittled and spoke to me as if I was stupid. Was very defensive so it took 

me so long to explain how I felt. The practice and other staff are great.  

I only need to go if I need the doctors (e.g. injections, check-ups)  

I feel the doctor listens to me and understands how I’m feeling, quick appointment 

and receptionist are lovely and helpful.  

The doctors are great but what is exceptional in this practice is how it is run. The 

admin is smooth and processes are all functioning. Online booking and info all great! 

Telephone consultation with GP also amazing and extremely helpful for busy people.  


